
A 
 “profession,” according to the 

Oxford English Dictionary is “an 

occupation in which a professed 

knowledge of some subject, field, or 

science is applied; a vocation or career, 

especially one that involves prolonged 

training and a formal qualification.” 

“Professional,” according to Merriam-

Webster, is defined as “engaged in one of 

the learned professions.” What happens 

when these are used to describe 

literature, as in “professional literature” 

or “literature of the profession”? And 

what if the question is posed in a slightly 

different way—What is the scholarly 

literature of our profession? 

“Scholarship” is defined by the OED as 

“with academic study or achievement; 

learning at a high level.” We are 

professionals. We have a professional 

literature and a scholarship of our own, 

but what does that truly mean?  

Each of us is part of the library 

profession. In addition to librarians, we 

are frequently referred to as information 

professionals and information experts. 

Our engagement with information is 

multifaceted. We educate about 

information and literacy; we engage with 

the use of information on a policy and 

advocacy level; we seek out quality 

information needed to resolve a specific 

issue; and we contribute to the literature 

of the profession with our scholarship.  It 

is this last piece that is simultaneously 

daunting and engaging, as it asks us to 

confront the challenge and the question 

of being a scholar. That is often scary.  

Scholars discuss, they write, they 

debate—often loudly and vociferously—

with the goal to explore new concepts, to 

push existing boundaries, and generally 

for the profession to evolve. Adding to 

our own literature with new scholarship, 

reflecting new dialogues about 

information, is imperative. It keeps us 

relevant. We are living in the era of 

information—it is literally at our 

fingertips and as close as the nearest 

device, and how we engage with 

information is expanding in ways many 

of us never envisioned, spawning related 

concerns about veracity, quality, and 

utility, not to mention manner of use and 

privacy. Should we, as a profession, not 

be at the forefront exploring the impact 

of this information revolution with our 

literature, our scholarship? 

We all contribute to our profession in 

different ways. Let me suggest that 

engaging with the scholarship of our 

profession should be on all our to-do 

lists. There are multiple opportunities to 

engage with your learned colleagues. 

Consider a blog piece, an item for this 

newsletter, for Spectrum , Law Library 

Journal, your local bar journal, Legal 

Reference Services Quarterly, or Legal 

Information Review. Your first piece does not 

have to be a sixty-page law review article 

with two hundred footnotes. Start with 

something small like a book review or 

column. Seek out opportunities to 

workshop an idea. The Boulder 

Conference is a wonderful place to 

explore your own scholarship. The point 

is to engage with the scholarly part of the 

profession. It is to your own benefit, not 

to mention the benefit of the profession.  

Caroline  
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Lisa A. Goodman 
Candidate for Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect 

L 
isa A. Goodman is the Associate Law Librarian 

for Administration at the Lillian Goldman Law 

Library at Yale. In this role, she primarily 

oversees human resources for the library, the 

administrative budget, and the library facility. Her 

previous positions include Interim Director and 

Associate Director for Public Services at LSU’s Paul M. 

Hebert Law Center Library and Head of Public 

Services at the Dee J. Kelly Law Library at Texas 

Wesleyan (now Texas A&M) University School of Law. 

She has taught both first-year and advanced legal 

research classes.  

Lisa is an active member of AALL. Her activities 

include serving as chair of the CONELL Committee 

and as a member of the Volunteer Service Award Jury. 

She will soon complete a three-year term on the Black 

Caucus executive board and currently serves as the 

Immediate Past Chair. In addition, she has served on 

the ALL-SIS Awards and Statistics Committees.  

Before becoming a law librarian, Lisa briefly 

practiced labor and employment law in Detroit. She 

holds a JD and MLIS from Wayne State University, a 

BS from Eastern Michigan University, and a BA from 

the University of Michigan. She is a member of the 

State Bar of Michigan. 

Outside of work, Lisa loves to travel. In recent 

years, she has enjoyed visiting a number of Caribbean 

islands including Jamaica, Aruba, the US Virgin 

Islands, Puerto Rico, St. Kitts, St. Maarten, Dominica, 

Grenada, Antigua, St. Lucia, Barbados, and the 

Bahamas. She also enjoys volunteering in her 

community and has served as a mentor for the Boys & 

Girls Clubs.  

 

I am delighted and honored to be nominated to 

serve as Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect of ALL-SIS. Since 

becoming a law librarian over a decade ago, I have 

appreciated the many opportunities that ALL-SIS has 

provided to collaborate with colleagues and work 

toward innovative solutions to some of the challenges 

and opportunities facing academic law librarianship.  I 

have benefited significantly from the networking and 

knowledge sharing I gained exposure to thorough 

participation in ALL-SIS.  

ALL-SIS continues to be a vital force in advancing 

our profession. Through its timely and relevant 

educational programing, its well- informed 

publications, and generous support for professional 

development, among other things, ALL-SIS enhances 

all facets of the work that we do in academic law 

libraries. Given that this work is ever-evolving and it 

continues to become more technologically advanced at 

every turn, we will need the important work of ALL-

SIS well into the future.    

It would be a privilege to contribute my experience, 

leadership skills, thoughtfulness, and energy to 

moving the SIS forward and to ensuring that future 

librarians are afforded meaningful and diverse 

opportunities to participate in and impact our 

profession.  

Biography 

Personal Statement 
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Elizabeth Outler 
Candidate for Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect 

E 
lizabeth Outler is the (incoming, in mid-March) 

Assistant Director of Technical Services at the 

Oliver B. Spellman Law Library of the 

Southern University Law Center in Baton Rouge, 

Louisiana. Prior to this position, she served as Head of 

Technical Services at Barry University Law Library, in 

Orlando, Florida, and as the Associate Director at the 

Legal Information Center of the Levin College of Law, 

University of Florida. She received her BA from Smith 

College, her JD from the University of Florida, and her 

MSLIS from Florida State University.  

Elizabeth has been an active member of ALL-SIS for 

ten years, most recently chairing the Awards 

Committee in 2016-2017. She served on the AALL 

Annual Meeting Program Committee in 2014-2015, and 

she is currently serving as chair of the AALL Guide to 

Fair Business Practices and Licensing Principles for 

Electronic Resources Review Special Committee.  

 

I am very pleased to have been nominated for ALL-

SIS Vice Chair/Chair-Elect. The section has been an 

important part of my professional life for a long time. 

My outlook on law librarianship has shifted quite a bit 

in the last few years, not least because I have 

significantly changed my career focus. I spent much of 

my first ten years as an academic law librarian focused 

almost exclusively on public services, and teaching in 

particular. In 2016, I veered off my previous track, 

changed institutions and became a technical services 

librarian. This has provided me with a very different 

perspective, a lot of new knowledge, and a host of new 

opportunities.  

My new professional perspective, along with the 

current social and political environment, influences my 

thinking about the role of ALL-SIS and the value it can 

bring to its members and to AALL. I have long 

recognized the groups, types, silos, sides, and cliques 

we all inhabit, and I have believed the truism that if we 

just understood each other better, and let go of our 

prejudices (and even some justified grievances and 

resentments) that we would recognize how alike we 

are and the extent to which our differences bring value 

than detracting from it. I am thinking particularly of 

the sort of wall (in many workplaces it is a literal wall) 

that exists between public services and technical 

services, between “techie” librarians and those who are 

not, between academic librarians and law firm 

librarians, and so forth. In light of the ongoing 

challenges (and opportunities!) our profession faces 

now and in the immediate future, I believe that finding 

ways to join forces, cross-train, share resources, and 

open our minds to other perspectives on librarianship 

is essential. If I were elected to a leadership role in 

ALL-SIS, that would be my vision for the future of the 

section.  

Biography 

Personal Statement 
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Margaret Butler 
Candidate for Secretary/Treasurer 

M 
argaret (Meg) Butler is Associate Director 

for Public Services at the Georgia State 

University College of Law Library, where 

she has been since 2010. Meg earned degrees in 

teaching from Brooklyn College, librarianship from 

Queens College, and law from the University of 

Oregon.  

Among her duties, Meg teaches a required first-year 

legal research course, as well as a required legal 

research course for the foreign LLM program at GSU 

Law. Meg has the opportunity to work closely with her 

library’s staff and professional colleagues, addressing 

issues that range from library and staffing schedules, 

collection development and management, library 

outreach, and teaching and assessment. 

Since joining AALL, Meg has demonstrated 

continuous commitment to professional service, as 

recognized by AALL with the Emerging Leader 

Award. She has served in the past on ALL-SIS 

committees, chairing the Public Relations Committee 

and serving as ALL-SIS Secretary/Treasurer. Meg has 

also served as the SR-SIS Chair and the SIS Council 

Chair. She is an active member of the Atlanta Law 

Libraries Association (ALLA) and the Southeastern 

Chapter of the American Association of Law Libraries 

(SEAALL). She has focused on both access to justice 

and diversity-related issues in her service work. 

Meg’s areas of scholarly interest include interlibrary 

loan and resource sharing, as well as pedagogy of legal 

research. She has published articles in Law Library 

Journal, Legal Reference Services Quarterly, and the Journal 

of Interlibrary Loan, Document Delivery, and Electronic 

Reserve. She is the managing editor of Sexual Orientation, 

Gender Identities, and the Law: A Research Bibliography, 

forthcoming.  

I am honored to be considered for the position of 

Secretary-Treasurer for ALL-SIS. Academic law 

librarianship, for me, is the best job ever. It is the 

perfect union of providing reference service to 

students, staff, and public patrons, teaching, and 

completing administrative tasks such as statistical 

reporting, library move planning, and budget analysis. 

Since becoming a librarian, I have watched ALL-SIS 

advocate for law libraries and law librarianship. ALL-

SIS is the place I learned about American Bar 

Association accreditation standards for law schools and 

encountered serious discussions of different models of 

faculty services. It has been a great resource in thinking 

about and improving upon my teaching.  

As law librarians, we face a number of collective 

challenges. Budgets are still tight. Students and 

accrediting bodies are more interested than ever in 

experiential learning. The call to improve student 

professionalism is increasingly loud. Librarians teach 

more often, both informally and for-credit. We manage 

fewer collection dollars, stretching them as far as we 

can. We keep up with rapid changes in discovery, legal 

technology, and work with our colleagues to anticipate 

the changes that technology will bring to the practice of 

law. 

I would be delighted to work with my law librarian 

colleagues to support the work of ALL-SIS. I believe 

that ALL-SIS provides its members opportunities to 

engage with these challenges and inspire each other to 

Biography 

Personal Statement 

continued on page 12 
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Ingrid Mattson 
Candidate for Secretary/Treasurer 

I 
ngrid Mattson is a reference librarian at Moritz 

College of Law at The Ohio State University. In 

addition to her reference responsibilities, she 

teaches a section of Moritz’s required first-year legal 

writing course and a section of the upper level course 

Advanced Legal Research. She has published in AALL 

Spectrum, LWI’s The Second Draft, Legal Reference Services 

Quarterly, Perspectives, and Rutgers Computer and 

Technology Law Journal.  

She is an active member in several law library 

associations. Currently, she is President of the Ohio 

Regional Association of Law Libraries (ORALL) and 

the Vice Chair of the AALL/LexisNexis Call for Papers 

Committee. She has also served as chair of the 

Columbus Bar Association’s Legal Research & 

Information Resources Committee and ORALL’s Local 

Arrangements and Education Committees, and she has 

served on several other committees and juries through 

ORALL and AALL.  

Ms. Mattson graduated from the University of 

Florida with a B.A. in religion; she earned her J.D. from 

Seattle University with a concentration in intellectual 

property; and she earned her M.L.I.S  from the 

University of Washington. Prior to joining the law 

library profession, Ingrid was a licensing and 

intellectual property attorney in Seattle, Washington. 

While in practice, she served on the board of 

Washington Lawyers for the Arts (WLA) for six years, 

two of which she served as board chair. She is admitted 

to the Washington State Bar. 

I am honored to be nominated to be the Secretary/

Treasurer for ALL-SIS, a special interest section that 

has demonstrated rapid responsiveness to all of the 

changes occurring in academic law libraries. ALL-SIS 

provides so many resources for members navigating 

change, and I’d love the opportunity to facilitate this 

work to ensure the continued success of the librarians 

and members who rely on ALL-SIS. 

We are fortunate to be in a profession that respects 

members for their kindness in addition to their 

brilliance and creativity. I became an academic law 

librarian because law librarians get to do something 

new and intellectually challenging each day, help 

people solve problems, teach, write, manage projects, 

and innovate.  While academic law libraries have been 

facing a steady stream of challenges to our collections, 

facilities, enrollment, and budgets, I view these 

challenges as extraordinary opportunities for growth in 

the services we offer our patrons.   

Academic law librarians aren’t less needed with the 

increase in digital content in our collections. Instead, 

we have become more vital by demonstrating 

nimbleness with our collections and our acquisitions 

budgets, adaptability in our willingness to ensure our 

curriculum and courses are responsive to changes in 

the legal landscape, and strategic thinking in our 

continued work preserving print and digital material 

for future scholars. The work of ALL-SIS members is 

integral to all of these accomplishments. It’s an 

essential, collaborative network of individuals who 

have teamed up to produce and update resources on 

almost every issue facing academic law librarians 

today, and I’m happy to have a chance to support the 

work of this remarkable group.  

Biography 

Personal Statement 
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Mission Statement 
The Academic Law Libraries Special Interest Section provides leadership in identifying the needs and concerns of 

academic law librarians, develops appropriate programs and services to address them, and serves as the voice of 

academic law librarians within AALL. 

 

Goal: Position ALL-SIS to Address Future Challenges  
 

Objective: The structure of ALL-SIS will be reimagined in order to effectively address new realities and challenges 

Satisfying this objective could include: 

1. Updating the ALL-SIS mission to be more aspirational than descriptive  

2. Taking a high-level approach to restructuring ALL-SIS committees: consolidate in areas of overlap with other SISs, 

evaluate how much each committee is doing and what the benefit of committee output is, and assess ongoing need 

for each committee 

3. Considering the use of smaller task forces and project teams with shorter-term commitments 

4. Considering disbanding committees no longer relevant and/or consolidating committees with overlapping charges 

5. Considering creating new committees relevant to changes in legal academy: e.g., ABA Compliance/Learning 

Outcomes committee 

 

Objective: Develop and implement new approaches to support different types of librarians, libraries, and law 

schools 

Satisfying this objective could include: 

1. Increasing organizational outreach to ALL-SIS members. Some examples may include seeking feedback from 

membership by having members of the executive board contact decisively chosen ALL-SIS members for feedback on 

how ALL-SIS can better serve them (e.g., reach out to a passive member by email to set up a phone conversation) and 

by conducting regular, short surveys of membership 

2. Developing strategies to increase support of “hybrid librarians,” public services librarians who do not teach, and 

librarians who are not in public service roles 

3. Finding new ways to reach out to and focus on affinity groups (i.e., librarians with similar research and scholarship 

interests, doing similar work, or in pursuit of similar goals or initiatives) under the law librarianship umbrella 

4. Recognizing that there are many different types of law schools and libraries and that those who work in these diverse 

environments face varied and diverse challenges; and providing resources to support librarians in all environments 

 

Goal: Collaborate 
 

Objective: Collaborating with other SIS groups that do work similar to ALL-SIS 

Satisfying this objective could include: 

1. Creating a collaboration committee with liaisons to other SISs where there is overlap in mission or work 

2. Building alliances with other SIS groups, leading to the development of collaborative projects and partnerships 

3. Revisiting ALL-SIS Popular Resources and Additional Resources to identify areas of overlap with other SIS resources, 

and: 

a. Determine how to consolidate information for comprehensive resources, or 

ALL-SIS Strategic Plan 

January 2018 – July 2021  
adopted by the ALL-SIS Executive Board, January 2018 

continued on page 7 
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b. Parse resources for division to better address needs of our members to focus on resources for sub-groups within 

the ALL-SIS community, and 

c. Work with AALL to better utilize their Knowledge Center resources by incorporating links to related SIS resources 

 

Objective: Integrating into our broader institutions 

Satisfying this objective could include: 

1. Working with attorneys and firm librarians, through surveys, programming, and advisory councils, to ensure that 

research instruction accurately reflects the research tasks and realities of the modern lawyer 

2. Working with the ABA to learn more about and become a voice in the discussion and development of legal education 

learning outcomes  

3. Providing resources to the membership on how academic law librarians can serve our institutions in new ways 

 

Goal: Develop the Librarians of Tomorrow 
 

Objective: Help Members Develop Professional Skills 

Satisfying this objective could include: 

1. Offering broader training opportunities to address the needs of members, including, but not limited to: management, 

leadership, and soft skills 

2. Offering more discrete and specific professional skills training opportunities including, but not limited to: 

a. Project management 

b. Leading teams/groups/departments 

c. Working with human resources 

d. Learning about our broader organization(s) – i.e., How to learn about the organizational structure, its mission and 

strategic directions, and your role in both 

e. How to identify gaps and fill them 

f. Leading in times of crisis or uncertainty 

g. How to identify your own weaknesses 

h. Giving feedback and teaching others how to give good, constructive feedback 

i. How to learn from mistakes 

j. How to develop and increase problem-solving and strategic thinking skills 

3. Using webinars and e-roundtables as a way to deliver skills training to more members 

 

Objective: Help Members Become Experts in Teaching Technology and Teaching Law Students About Law Practice 

Technology 

Satisfying this objective could include:  

1. Offering training, via webinar or conference presentations, on a variety of teaching tools, including slideware, 

student engagement tools (such as clickers, integrated polling services, etc.), screencasting, and more 

2. Creating resources, such as toolkits, for the best teaching technologies to be used in fully online, hybrid, and in-

person courses 

3. Partnering with PLL-SIS to develop courses or trainings for law students to learn about technology in law practice 

4. Investigating the possibility of creating a self-guided, open access course on technology in law practice 

5. Working with the CS-SIS education committee to create librarian-created online sessions or scripts about new 

technologies outside of Lexis, Westlaw, and Bloomberg for distribution to audiences outside of libraries and 

librarians 

continued from page 6 

ALL-SIS Strategic Plan 



T 
he staff of the Robert 

Crown Law Library of 

Stanford Law School 

are thrilled to have Katie Ott 

on board as a Reference 

Librarian. Katie comes to 

Stanford after working as a 

Grant Coordinator at the Harvard University’s Law 

Library Innovation Lab and a Law Librarian with 

Accufile, a law library staffing agency providing legal 

reference services to law firms throughout the greater 

Boston area. Katie received her JD from Wake Forest 

University School of Law in 2016 and is currently a 

student in the Master of Library and Information 

Science Program of Simmons College in Boston, MA. 

Katie is also a member of the New Jersey Bar. 

 

 

After serving as Co-Director of 

the University of San Francisco 

Law Library for three years, 

Amy Wright was appointed at 

the beginning of 2018 to her 

current position, Director of the 

Law Library and Assistant 

Professor of Law. 

 

 

 

Cornell Law Library has welcomed two librarians 

in 2018: 

 Peter Hook is the new Head of Digital & Scholarly 

Services, LawArXiv Administrator, and a Lecturer 

in Law. He comes from Wayne 

State University, where he was 

an Assistant Professor in the 

School of Information Sciences 

with a research and teaching 

focus in data analytics, 

information visualization, and 

domain mapping (2014-

2017). Before Wayne State, 

Peter practiced law and was an academic law 

librarian at the University of Illinois (2000-2001) and 

Indiana University (2001-2012). Peter graduated 

with a JD from the University of Kansas School of 

Law (1997), an MLIS from the University of Illinois 

(2000), and a PhD in Information Science from 

Indiana University (2014).  His most recent article is: 

Peter A. Hook & Kurt R. Mattson, Surprising 

Differences: An Empirical Analysis of LexisNexis and 

West Headnotes in the Written Opinions of the 2009 

Supreme Court Term, 109 Law Libr. J. 557 (2017).  

 Latia Ward is the new 

Diversity Fellow, Research 

Services Librarian, and 

Lecturer in Law. Tia graduated 

from the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill with a 

BA in English and an MSLS. 

She graduated from Wake 

Forest University School of 

Law with a Juris Doctor and is a member of the 

North Carolina State Bar. In addition, Tia is an 

active member of the American Association of Law 

Libraries and the American Bar Association.  Prior 

to joining Cornell, Tia was a reference librarian and 

assistant professor at Indiana Tech Law School and 

a legal reference librarian at the Law Library of 

Congress. 

 

Mark Williams has joined the 

staff of Vanderbilt’s Alyne Queener 

Massey Law Library as Head of 

Digital Initiatives and Lecturer in 

Law. Mark comes to Vanderbilt 

from the Cornell Law Library, 

where he served as a digital 

resources and outreach librarian 

and taught first-year legal research. 

Williams also taught courses in Law Practice 

Technology, Advanced Legal Research in Intellectual 

Property, and Advanced Legal Research in 

Administrative Law. 
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more Member News on page 9 

New Hires & 

Promotions 

Member News 
Nina Scholtz, Cornell Law Library & Marlene Harmon, UC Berkeley School of Law Library 
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Member News 
continued from page 8 

B 
rian Detweiler, Student Services Librarian at University at Buffalo’s Charles B. Sears 

Law Library, traveled with law students who are participating in UB School of  Law’s 

Puerto Rico Recovery Assistance Legal Clinic. The clinic provides legal services to Puerto 

Ricans in need following Hurricane Maria. Students had an intensive 2-week classroom component 

in Buffalo, traveled to Puerto Rico for a 10-day service experience, and continue to support their 

clients now that they have returned. Brian serves as the liaison to this clinic. He accompanied the 

group to Puerto Rico for 5 days in order to support their research efforts on the ground.  

Page 9 Volume 

Off the 

Beaten 

Track 

Objective: Create Professional Development and Education Opportunities  

 

Satisfying this objective could include:  

1. Creating more opportunities for professional development and education outside of the AALL annual meeting, such 

as: 

a. Working with regional chapters or chapter consortia to develop regional workshops 

b. Creating more programming throughout the year, e.g., lunchtime webinars 

2. Developing a more regular and robust series of webinars to discuss specific topics, not broad topics focused on 

theory and generalizations. Investigating the possibility of structuring these webinars as a type of case study method 

that will invite discussion and create a collaborative group of librarians who are thinking about and trying to work 

through similar issues 

3. Developing meaningful ways of supporting librarian scholarship, such as: 

a. Reviving the Scholarship Mentor initiative to connect new librarian scholars with seasoned, published librarians 

b. Creating affinity groups for librarians pursuing feedback on or collaborations for research and scholarship 

opportunities  

4. Creating a formalized structure that provides ALL-SIS members with the skills development and experience to 

become better presenters. For example: 

a. Actively reaching out to newer members of ALL-SIS and those who have never presented at the annual meeting or 

in other venues (e.g., look at previous year’s CONELL attendee list) 

b. Maintaining a list of ALL-SIS members who have served on the AMPC who might act as mentors or consultants 

for preparing program proposals 

c. Maintaining a list of ALL-SIS members who have presented at the annual meeting, regional meetings/workshops, 

in webinars or other forums, or other Chapter or Organization (ALA) events, to serve as mentors in the program 

proposal and presentation development processes 

continued from page 7 

ALL-SIS Strategic Plan 

Have something to share with your fellow ALL-SIS members? Send your news along to Marlene (mharmon@law.berkeley.edu) or 

Nina (nes78@cornell.edu) at any time.  

The ALL-SIS Strategic Plan January 2018 – July 2021 was created by the Strategic Planning Committee and adopted by the 

ALL-SIS Executive Board in January 2018. — Ed.  

mailto:mharmon@law.berkeley.edu
mailto:nes78@cornell.edu
https://www.aallnet.org/allsis/about-us/officers-committees/committee-rosters/#strategic
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W 
e are pleased to announce that the tenth Annual Conference on Legal Information: Scholarship & Teaching 

will be held on July 12-13, 2018, in Baltimore, immediately prior to the AALL Annual Meeting. We will meet 

at the University of Maryland, Francis King Carey School of Law. I express my sincere thanks to Simon 

Canick, director of the Thurgood Marshall Law Library, and to the Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law for their 

generosity in hosting the tenth annual Conference on Legal Information. 

The purpose of the conference is to provide attendees with a forum to present works-in-progress on any topic 

related to legal information, including pedagogy, information retrieval, law and policy, information access issues, or 

practice issues. The conference will begin with a 6:00 p.m. reception and organizational meeting on Thursday evening, 

July 12, 2018, sponsored in part by Bloomberg BNA and in part by the William A. Wise Law Library, University 

of  Colorado Law School. It will conclude Friday evening, July 13th, after dinner, to avoid conflict with AALL activities. 

There is no registration fee for the conference. All meals will be provided. Attendees are expected to cover their own 

transportation and lodging expenses. Because the Conference will be held immediately prior to the AALL Annual 

Meeting in Baltimore, we anticipate that Conference attendees will register at an AALL conference hotel. The conference 

rate should be available. 

The Conference will be limited to 12 attendees. Each person attending will be expected to submit a draft work-in-

progress in advance of the conference; attendees will be chosen from among those submitting their work. The work 

should focus on some aspect of: 

 the use or teaching of legal information, such as a framework for teaching legal research within the 

theoretical  guidelines of the Boulder Statements (for example, information literacy theory, adult learning theory, 

network theory, or other educational, social science, or psychology theories); 

 an aspect of information retrieval (both manual and automated systems, including topics like artificial 

intelligence and law), law and policy (issues such as privacy, copyright,  security, and surveillance); 

 information access issues (such as making legal and government information more accessible to the public, both 

physically and intellectually);  or 

 practice issues (applications which help lawyers in their day-to-day operations). 

To apply for the Conference, please submit a draft project for consideration no later than April 9, 2018. The draft 

must be more than an outline but need not be in publishable form (between 6-10 pages). Please submit your draft via e-

mail to Susan Nevelow Mart (susan.mart@colorado.edu). Conference invitations will be issued in mid-April. Those 

chosen as conference participants will have to agree to submit a working draft of at least 6,000 and no more than 25,000 

words for review by June 18, 2018. All drafts will be circulated to everyone attending to allow ample time for reading 

and thought. 

If you have a staff member or colleague who might be interested in attending the tenth Annual Summer Conference 

on Legal Information, please forward this message. I am excited about the opportunity to encourage scholarship on legal 

information issues. I look forward to hearing from you.  

Susan 

Call for Papers on All Aspects of Legal Information 
Short Papers Due April 9—Tenth Annual Conference on Legal Information  
from Susan Nevelow Mart, University of Colorado Law School Wm. A. Wise Law Library  

This Call for Papers originally appeared in the ALL-SIS My Communities discussion group (view original thread here). For more 

information on this conference series, see Dennis Kim-Prieto’s recent article, The Boulder Conferences: Past, Present, Future, in the 

Fall 2017 issue.  —Ed.  

mailto:susan.mart@colorado.edu
https://community.aallnet.org/communities/community-home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=e8cee1ed-81ab-44fe-be47-66173c8cbb13&CommunityKey=9ed1a069-1850-4c58-8c14-fcc14f3c6700&tab=digestviewer#bme8cee1ed-81ab-44fe-be47-66173c8cbb13
https://www.aallnet.org/allsis/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2018/01/37-1.pdf


I 
n my last column, we discussed the 

Copyright Act’s requirement that a 

work be fixed (a computer’s RAM may 

count, but not one’s mind) to be protected by 

copyright. This time, I would like to think 

about what the work must be fixed in: “a 

tangible medium of expression, now known 

or later developed.” 17 U.S.C. § 102. How does this 

tangible medium of expression requirement 

distinguish between what can be copyrighted and what 

cannot? Most of the items libraries purchase and 

license (books, journals, digital collections) are 

undoubtedly fixed in tangible media, but there are 

some examples that show the tangible medium 

requirement does exclude some things. 

Speeches and performances, unless recorded in 

some way, are not fixed. Suppose, in my legal research 

class, I gave what I thought was a particularly novel 

and well-put explanation of the administrative 

rulemaking process. One of my colleagues observed 

my presentation and then incorporated my explanation 

into her next class on administrative law. Could I say 

she had infringed my copyright on my discussion of 

rulemaking? 

Strange that I am so petty in my own hypothetical, 

but in any event I cannot claim copyright in my class 

presentation because I did not record it on any tangible 

medium. Perhaps I could have made an audio or video 

recording, or I could have transcribed what I said, and 

then I would have a copyrighted work. If I want to 

copyright a performance, I must record it in some way. 

This recording requirement applies to economically 

valuable performances. An amusing example is Conrad  

v. AM Community Credit Union, 750 F.3d 634 (7th Cir. 

2014) (those looking up the case will be rewarded with 

a photo of the plaintiff in her banana costume). Conrad, 

the self-anointed “Banana Lady,” performed 

a singing telegram at a trade event. When 

observers took and posted online pictures 

and videos of her performance, she sued the 

organizer for copyright infringement. Judge 

Posner, writing for the panel, said she had 

not fixed her performance in any tangible 

medium and thus had no copyright. 

The tangible medium requirement has also 

impeded copyright protection for more high-brow 

performances, including dance choreography, yoga 

postures, and exercise routines. I recommend Jodi 

Collova’s Beyond Bikram: Stretching the Definition o f 

Choreographic Works, 1 Legal Information Rev. 75 

(2015-2016), for a discussion of how copyright treats 

modern dance choreography, an art that embraces its 

improvisational and ephemeral nature. 

The tangible medium requirement, thankfully, 

helps shield people talking about last night’s football 

game from claims of infringement.  While the National 

Football League (NFL) solemnly announces that no 

accounts of the game may be distributed without its 

permission, the football game itself is not fixed in any 

tangible form. The NFL may have copyright in the 

video recordings of the game, but that copyright covers 

one recording of the game, not all possible accounts 

and description of what happened in that stadium. 

From a copyright perspective, for speeches, 

performances, and events, there needs to be a 

recording that can be later accessed and 

communicated. Otherwise, the work—the word and 

actions—will only live on freely in observers’ 

memories.  

If you have any thoughts or questions about 

copyright and libraries, please contact me at 

bkeele@iu.edu.  

©? 

 
Copyright Explainer 

 What Is a Tangible Medium? 
Benjamin J. Keele, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law  
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I always enjoy discussing copyright matters. If you have any questions or ideas you would like to discuss or read about in this 

column, please contact me at bkeele@iu.edu.  

[The Banana Lady] 

had not fixed her 

performance in any 

tangible medium . . . . 

mailto:bkeele@iu.edu
mailto:bkeele@iu.edu
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T 
he Research Instruction and Patron Services Special Interest Section (RIPS-SIS) AALL Annual Meeting Grant is 

designed to assist individuals with expenses related to attending the AALL Annual Meeting, taking place this 

year in Baltimore. Individuals who are chosen to receive the grant have the potential to make a significant 

contribution to law librarianship through involvement with AALL and RIPS-SIS. The grants are funded by RIPS-SIS and 

awarded by the RIPS-SIS Grants Committee. 

Qualifications: Applicants must be AALL and RIPS -SIS members. In the event that circumstances prevent the use of 

the grant by the recipient, the grant shall revert back to RIPS-SIS. If a recipient receives an additional grant, the recipient 

must inform RIPS-SIS of the award and the amount, as RIPS-SIS reserves the right to withdraw the grant in this 

circumstance. 

Grant Awards: Recipients will be awarded a grant that can be used for meeting registration or travel (hotel, 

airfare, bus, or train); receipts must be provided for reimbursement. The amount of the grant will vary depending on 

applicant worthiness and financial need. The amount will not exceed $1,500. Grant recipients will also receive an 

appointment to a RIPS-SIS committee. In exchange for receiving the grant, recipients will be required to write an article 

for the RIPS-SIS blog. 

Deadline: Completed applications and materials must be submitted through e-mail as a single message or zip file 

by 5 pm Eastern time on Friday March 30, 2018 to:  

Amy E. Lipford (RIPS-SIS Grants Committee Chair)  

Assistant Director for Resources 

Florida State University  

College of Law Research Center 

850.644.7488 

alipford@law.fsu.edu 

RIPS-SIS Grants Committee: Amy Lipford (Chair), Daniel Brackmann, Whitney Curtis, Deborah L. Heller, Michelle 

Murray, Jill Sturgeon, Marty Witt.  

RIPS-SIS 2018 Travel Grants 
for AALL Annual Meeting 

from Daniel Brackmann, University of South Carolina, on behalf of the RIPS-SIS Grants Committee 

identify and implement best practices to improve our 

own libraries.  

I would like to share the priorities I bring to the 

Secretary/Treasurer position. First, I believe that we 

should use our SIS resources (and advocate for AALL 

to use its own resources) to further support ALL-SIS in 

providing opportunities for networking, professional 

education, and collaboration with our colleagues who 

work in other environments. The world of legal 

services is changing, and we need to work with our 

colleagues in law firms, for example, to assure that we 

continue to grow, learn, and provide helpful services 

for our patrons. I would bring both enthusiasm for 

volunteerism—both my own and encouragement of 

others—and a spirit of thankfulness to the board and its 

volunteers. Our members are critical to helping us 

fulfill our mission, and I would like to do my part to 

help us all develop professionally.  

Thank you for considering me as a candidate for the 

Secretary/Treasurer position.  

continued from page 4 

Margaret Butler—Candidate for Secretary/

Treasurer 

mailto:alipford@law.fsu.edu
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Legal research in action for a purpose 

This term, law librarians at the University of 

Victoria experienced what seemed the academic law 

librarian’s raison-d’être— seeing legal research in 

action for a real-life purpose!  

In February 2018 at UVic’s Law Library, 

environmental law reform was the purpose, and the 

Enviro Law Research-o-thon was the action. Students 

from the UVic Environmental Law 

Club came up with the idea of a 

massive one-day legislative 

research event to help support the 

development of mining law reform 

proposals led by the UVic 

Environmental Law Centre and 

other local not-for-profit 

organizations looking at the past 

and future of mining-related 

legislation in British Columbia.  

We saw in this idea an excellent opportunity to 

guide our law students in conducting historical 

legislative research and compiling legislative 

interpretation in secondary sources, in an experiential 

context—at the students’ request!  

Members of my team of law librarians and I met 

with student Club leaders Andhra and Caitlin, and we 

helped them plan their research strategy and identify 

the best tools for each stage. Andhra and Caitlin 

coordinated a team of student volunteers to research 

relevant BC legislative history and secondary 

information and to synthesize their results into a 

shared knowledge base.  

Consulting with law librarians Caron Rollins and 

Alex Burdett, our law librarian intern, Alisa Lazear, 

began preparation of an amazing targeted and 

comprehensive research guide website well in advance 

of the event. The guide helped the students to identify 

and work with valuable resources in our law library 

collection, including BC legislative research content in 

our HeinOnline, LLMC Digital, and BC Laws 

databases. The guide also incorporated legislative 

starting points compiled by a student-at-law who is 

articling at the Environmental Law Centre, and my 

chapter on researching BC legislation.  

About 60 students turned up, working in shifts 

throughout the day. All of the law librarians were in 

the room during varying shifts throughout, to help 

with the intricate process of historical legislative and 

contextual legal research. 

Experiential Legal Research Learning  

at UVic Law Library 
Kim Nayyer, University of Victoria 

About 60 

students turned 

up, working in 

shifts throughout 

the day. 
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A Sequel 

I was heartened to learn that the genesis of this idea 

was a similar all-in effort one year previously, in which 

these student leaders had also participated. That event, 

UVic’s part in a cross-Canada law student-initiated 

event known as Research4Refugees, was organized in 

the shortest of orders—only a few days’ notice of the 

event, and a same-day distribution of each school’s 

legal issue. The law librarians who were able to help at 

Research4Refugees did so by volunteering to come to 

the school on a Saturday, and by cobbling together a 

makeshift research guide in those few leading days, 

with substantive updates included throughout the day 

of the event itself. For that event, we were even able to 

secure trial access to a key HeinOnline module, 

enabled for us that same Saturday. We chose to 

continue that subscription, upon working with it in the 

context of real problems to solve and seeing its utility 

for the required research. 

Taken in the context of its prequel, the one-month 

lead time for the Enviro Law Research-o-thon offered 

Student-focused: volunteers dig in at the Enviro Law Research-o-Thon  

continued on page 14 

https://www.facebook.com/events/342908926117993/
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/envirolaw2018/
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/envirolaw2018/
http://www.bclaws.ca/
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/envirolaw2018/wp-content/uploads/sites/3243/2018/01/Resources-for-Researching-Legislative-and-Regulatory-Changes-Jan29-version.pdf
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/envirolaw2018/wp-content/uploads/sites/3243/2018/01/Resources-for-Researching-Legislative-and-Regulatory-Changes-Jan29-version.pdf
https://dspace.library.uvic.ca/handle/1828/9032
https://dspace.library.uvic.ca/handle/1828/9032
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quite a luxury. Though I fully characterize last year’s 

event as a success, its tight time frame created some 

pressure for all participants, and the Saturday 

scheduling required voluntary weekend participation 

by the law librarians who wanted to be at the event. 

The students chose to schedule the Enviro Law 

Research-o-thon on a Friday. At UVic Law regular 

classes aren’t scheduled Fridays; this gave the students 

and the law librarians considerably more flexibility.  

 

Takeaways and lessons 

The advance planning time available to 

us enabled the law library to connect with 

a key legal publisher of BC legislative 

research content, Quickscribe. We 

discussed the event, its goals, and the 

specific ways the students would use the 

database. I cannot overstate the 

contributions of this BC publisher, and the 

promise of good vendor relations. The law 

librarians had determined that Quickscribe 

offers a collection of relevant current and recent 

legislative content and commentary that is ideally laid-

out for the purpose of the event. Beyond this, 

Quickscribe offered to bump up some of its ongoing 

production work to prioritize updates to the particular 

laws the students would be researching. And 

Quickscribe also donated a modest and much 

appreciated sponsorship amount to help with the costs 

of printing and copying. 

Though the students handled the project 

management of the event on their own, their early 

contact with the law library smoothed preparations 

immensely. Andhra and Caitlin’s meeting with us 

enabled research strategy guidance, resource 

recommendations, space reservation, funding 

assistance and—importantly—an exception to the no-

food policy. The students also maintained ongoing 

communication and collaboration, enabling smooth 

logistics throughout. 

 
Experiential and student-initiated learning  

Both Research4Refugees and Enviro Law Research-

o-thon clearly were occasions of experiential learning 

as well as pro bono contributions. As Andhra observed, 

“[t]his type of event shows the way students are 

willing to engage when they are given the chance to 

learn with a purpose.” To the law librarians who were 

involved in the preparatory work and day-of 

instructional work for each event, the engagement and 

learning of the students was palpable. Though this is 

an observation rather than a studied conclusion, it 

supports the notion that extensive practice in the 

“[S]tudents are 

willing to engage 

when they are 

given the 

chance to learn 

with a purpose.” 

experiential context—a larger purpose, real problems 

to solve, obstacles to hurdle and paths to navigate—

reinforces learning of novel skills.  

The other attribute Research4Refugees and Enviro 

Law Research-o-thon share is that both were student-

initiated and student-led. I suspect this emergent 

characteristic was a key driver of the engagement we 

observed, and the learning that followed. 

Events such as these not only demonstrate to 

students they have the capacity and skills to contribute 

to social justice endeavours, but also supply an 

excellent context for practising and reinforcing 

learning. The law librarians 

at UVic want to see them 

flourish. We, in concert with 

our law faculty, are 

investigating how to 

integrate this type of learning 

opportunity into the 

curriculum in a regular way, 

available to all students. 

Events such as 

these . . .  supply an 

excellent context 

for practising and 

reinforcing learning. 

continued from page 13 

Experiential Legal Research Learning  

at UVic Law Library 
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Student-led: Andhra and Caitlin address fellow volunteers 

continued on page 15 

https://www.quickscribe.bc.ca/
http://www.slaw.ca/2018/02/15/law-student-led-legal-research-day-supports-environmental-law-reform/
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/hearsay/wp-content/uploads/sites/1772/2018/02/IMG_2568.jpg


The View from the Trenches 
Katie Hanschke, North Carolina Central University School of Law Library 
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I 
n September of 2016, I started the running feature 

“The View from the Trenches” with “An Ode to 

the Ordinary.” In it I highlighted the importance 

of preserving the everyday, seemingly mundane 

moments that comprise the day-to-day routine of law 

librarians. I stressed the importance of these moments 

as a way to appreciate the substantial impact that our 

small gestures have on the individuals with whom we 

interact and the institutions that we serve. I told the 

story of a lightbulb moment for a third year law 

student as I showed him the capabilities of a Lexis 

Advance secondary source to his practice. Finally, I 

asked you to share your everyday interactions and 

interesting stories. 

You all certainly delivered. As I reflect back on the 

stories that past authors so graciously shared with me, 

I cannot help but value the law librarian’s contribution 

even more. We are masters at coordinating lunches for 

student workshops and professional organization 

meetings. We may not always remember your name, 

but we will run through fire to get you an answer to 

your question. We find interesting items as we comb 

the collection to make sure what we offer meets our 

patrons’ needs, and we work into the wee hours of the 

night during finals and are delighted to stumble upon 

students taking a mini-dance party study break. We 

share a hug during National Library Week. 

So, I am calling on you again to continue to share 

your stories. The experiences that have been shared 

demonstrate what we already all know, that those 

everyday, seemingly mundane moments are what 

make the job worth it. To paraphrase from my first 

column way back in September of 2016, I now know I 

am not the only one with these kinds of experiences, 

and I now know there are many members of this 

diverse profession with unique and varied experiences. 

In this column, “The View from the Trenches,” we 

want to hear your stories. Share those moments, both 

challenging and rewarding, that made you love the 

profession or reignited your fire for the job that you do. 

If there is story that inspired change in your library, we 

would love to hear it. Send any stories you would like 

to share and questions regarding the feature to 

khanschke@nccu.edu.  

Ideas and input welcome 

We are tackling the question of how to establish such events as a part of 

the formal or informal curriculum of the law library and law school, while 

encouraging student-led initiatives. How does the law library ensure an 

engaging, reinforcing experiential learning opportunity like this is 

available to all students, whatever their interests? And how do we do this 

in a way that maintains the emergent character of such a curriculum 

component? How do we embed these kinds of efforts in the law library’s 

activities while keeping the idea generation in the students’ jurisdiction? 

Colleagues, your input on how to continue this momentum will be 

valuable and greatly appreciated. Please contact me at knayyer@uvic.ca or 

perhaps we can establish a discussion thread on the ALL-SIS My 

Communities group or other online forum.  

continued from page 14 

Experiential Legal Research Learning  
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Making it stick: building future events, keeping 

students involved 
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UC Berkeley School of Law 

Berkeley, CA 94720-7210 

email: iwang@law.berkeley.edu 

phone: 510.642.0228 | Fax: 510.643.5039  

ACADEMIC LAW LIBRARIES–SPECIAL INTEREST SECTION 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES 

ALL-SIS Officers 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

ALL-SIS was established in 1979 to promote 

interest in and to address issues of common 

concern to those employed in academic law 

libraries. The SIS serves as the umbrella 

organization for all interests—administration, 

collection development, consortia, directors, fees 

for service, interlibrary loan, public services, 

technical services, middle management, etc. 

ALL-SIS provides opportunities for all 

librarians to contribute to the overall betterment 

of the entire academic law community. ALL-SIS 

has grown to approximately 1,200 members and 

is the largest SIS in AALL. Our members come 

from all aspects of academic law librarianship. 

Because of the SIS’s broad coverage and subtopic 

focus, all those working in academic law libraries 

can benefit from membership and are encouraged 

to join. 

Deadlines for the 2017-2018 

Academic Year 
We rely on member contributions 

to keep the ALL-SIS Newsletter going 

strong. We welcome your comments, 

questions, and ideas to help make 

this quarterly schedule a reality.  

Are you organizing or presenting 

at an event of interest to your 

academic law library colleagues? Is 

your library working on a special 

project? Have you recently attended 

a professional development activity 

and learned something new to 

share? Or are you just eager to speak 

out about an issue of concern to 

academic law librarians? 

If you answered “yes” to any of 

these questions, please contribute! 

Member News announcements may 

also be submitted to the column 

editors, or directly to the ALL-SIS 

Newsletter Editor.  

The remaining submission 

deadline for the 2017-2018 academic 

year will be May 18, 2018. We will be 

soliciting coverage of ALL-SIS events 

and programs of interest, so look out 

soon for a call for reviewers! 

 

ALL-SIS Discussion Group 
The ALL-SIS discussion group is 

used for official ALL-SIS 

announcements, news from AALL, 

Caroline Osborne 

Chair 

osbornecl@wlu.edu 

Anna Lawless-Collins 

Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect 

lawlessa@bu.edu 

Prano Amjadi 

Past Chair 

pamjadi@scu.edu   

Genevieve Tung 

Secretary/Treasurer 

genevieve.tung@rutgers.edu  

Amanda Runyon  

Board Member 

arunyon@umich.edu 

and discussion of topics of interest to 

section members. To read or post to 

the discussion group go to the ALL-

SIS group (login required).  

 

ALL-SIS on the Web 

Visit the ALL-SIS home page at 

https://www.aallnet.org/allsis/ for 

other information about the special 

interest section and its activities and 

resources. 

Digital archives (PDFs) of the 

ALL-SIS Newsletter are available on the 

ALL-SIS website, under the Popular 

Resources menu. The Newsletter is 

also available to subscribers via 

HeinOnline. 

The Newsletter Advisory Board members are: Daniel A. Brackmann, University of South Carolina; Katie Hanschke, North 

Carolina Central University; Yasmin Sokkar Harker, CUNY; Marlene Harmon, University of California—Berkeley; Benjamin 

Keele, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law; Jocelyn Kennedy, Harvard University; Ruth Levor, University of 

San Diego; Nina Scholtz, Cornell University; I-Wei Wang, University of California—Berkeley (Chair) 

https://community.aallnet.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=9ed1a069-1850-4c58-8c14-fcc14f3c6700
https://community.aallnet.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=9ed1a069-1850-4c58-8c14-fcc14f3c6700
https://www.aallnet.org/allsis/

